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The Honey Pot
Newsletter

Room 1 students are not only
finding different ways to
recognize the letters in their
name, but they are also
exploring new art activities
from our new curriculum kits.
One of our local
and upcoming artist
Leo is getting in
the fall spirit as he
draws different
fall-like pictures
completely by freehand! (His mom,
Alexis, was
Grandma Jana’s
first ever student!)

Numbers, shapes and letters are part of
almost every activity that we do at
school. AJ and Gus are counting out
beans to spell their names while Arev
and Ruby are doing two different
activities that emphasize categorizing
shapes and spatial awareness.
“My name has only two letters!” Says AJ.
“I need a small triangle and a big
triangle!” Says Arev.
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Room 3

Room 4

Parent Corner

Maggie uses the
butterfly template
to categorize the
butterflies by color.
“Red goes on red!”
says Maggie.

Stacking block towers and categorizing
ladybug
dots
focus andHere
determination.
Title
ortakes
Heading
Here we have Justin and Carter working
very hard at the task at hand.

Braxton works
on his fine
motor skills as
he explores
with buttons on
a shirt.

“You have to do it slowly and be very
careful,” says Justin as he reaches the top.

Great Discussion Books
Some of our favorite topics to talk about during
circle time include: the importance of being
yourself, the diversity of our families and the
importance of talking about our feelings with
those who care about us. We are introducing 4
new books this month that the teachers will take
turns reading to their students. They are:

Ruby Finds a Worry. By Tom
Percival

All are Welcome by Alexandra
Penfold and Suzanne Kaufman

Working on our writing skills is an
important part of our learning. Here
we have Christopher and Deklyn
strengthening their writing skills by
drawing vertically and writing
horizontally.

Open-ended activities are essential in
discovering not just the current skills of the
children, but also their interests. Activities
like big paper drawings allowed us to see what
colors the children like to use the most as well
as encourage them to utilize their gross motor
skills as they were able to stretch their
bodies to draw and color.

Be You! By Peter H. Reynolds

Red. A Crayon’s Story
By Michael Hall.

